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Problem 1

An electron is in a state tlrr) - Êl*rl. ltwe d.o ameasurement of position,
\rye are most likely to find the electron at

A) tt
.â,
W*'
c) lq - tr2

E) All positions between 11 and 12 àre equally Jikety.
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Problem 2

If we perform the measurement of problem 1 a large number of times on
electrons with the same initial state, the average value of the position mea-
surements will be

A) "t
B) *,
C) Ê"' - l*,

@*", +#*,
E) L@,¡'r)'

Problem 3

If we have a polarizer oriented at 0o, which of the following photon states is
most likely to pass through?
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ålo') + *leo")
c) hl45"l +vbl6o")

D) leo")

E) There is no way
polarizer,
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to predict the likelihood before the photon hits the
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Problem 4

In a photoelectric effect experimeut, maxirnum electron kiuetic energy is
plotted against wavelength of the incoming photons. VIIúch plot below best

Problem 5

On the spacetime diagra.m, which of the lines shown is not a possibÌe trajec-
tory for an observer?
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Problem 6

In a certain exothermic (i.e. releasing energy) nuclear fusion reaction, deu-
terium (2 neutrons, one proton) and tritium (3 neutrons) one proton) fuse
into a Helium nucleus (2 neutrons, 2 protons) and eject a neutron in the
process, D +T -- He*z .For this reaction,

A) *o * r-rl7 : m*e + mn

Gù*" * rnr ) 'rrr¡¡" *Tnn

C) *o I mr 1m¡¡" * rnn

D) The relationship between the masses depends on whât fra.me of reference
we measure them in.

Problem 7

A neutron of mass M deci:ays into a proton; an electron, and a neutrino.
In the frame of an observer traveling at speed 0.5c relative to the original
neutron, the total enerry of the three final particles will be

A) equal to Mê
( B)rheater than Må

C) less than Mê
D) It depends on the direction of the observer's velocity relative to the v+
locities of the final particles.

Problem 8

Two ships are haveling towards each other, each with speed 0.5c. One of
the ships sends radio \¡¡aves towards the other ship. In the franre of the other
ship, these radio waves will be measured to travel at

A) 2c

B) 1.8c
,1\
{r"

D) not enough information, but will be less than c.



The spacetime diagram shows two observers who a,re both present at events
1 and 2, but move on different trajectories in between. If both observers
synchronize their clocks before they sepa,rate, whose clock reads an earlier
time when they meet up again?

A) observer A

(BÞbserver B

C) the clocks read the same time

D) It depends on which frame of ¡eference the clocks are observed from.

Problem LO

A rod of proper length 5 meters travels at speed 0.6c relative to an observer.
How much time elapses between when the front of the rod passes the observer
and when the back of the rod passes the observer?
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Problem I

A) ffmlc
B) lrnlc
C) am/c

@+*t"
E) fm/c
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Problem 11 fn ,^f (-,f R -'
Oprah and Geraldo are both traveling at veiocity 0.4cin the positive â direc-
tion, with Geraldo 1 krn ahead of Oprah. In Oprah's frame of reference, two
fi.recrackers separated by Sknr- along the ø direction explode simultaneously.
In Geraldo's frame, the firecracker al a larger value of ø explodes

A) before the other firecracker.

B) after the other firecracker
.-\
@)at the same tirne as the other firecracker.
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Problem 1-2

The picture above shov¡s two clocks rnoving at a large relative velocity. Which
of the pictures below represents a possible observation of the clocks at some
eariier time (assume the readings on the clocks are exact)?
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Problem 13

Consider an electron trapped in a short wire of length L. If we make a mea-
surement of the position of the electlou, it puts it in a position eigenstate.
For this state

A) Tliere is a defi.nite energy and the probability density will remain constant
in time.

B) There is a definite energy but the probability density will change with
tirne.

C) The state does not have a definite euerg.y, but the probability density will
remain constant in time.

@fft" state does not have a definite energyÌ and the probability density will
change with time.

Probrem 14 Z 
C e /¿ ftÍ Cn ont ?

For the electron in lïle previous problem, if we instead make a measurement
of the ffif,føn o/tlrc electron, it puts it in an gnerqy eigenstate. For this
state 

-f=YÉAel '! -:

A) The electron has a definite position and the probability density will remain
constant in time.

B) There is a definite position but the probability density will change with
time.

@fne state does not have a definite position, but the probability density
will remain constant in tirne.

D) The state does uot have a definite position, and the probability d.ensity
will change with tirne.



Problem l-5

The wavefunction for a traveling electron is described by a wavepacket whose
real part is shown above. Which of the following could be the real part of
the wavefirnction for an electron traveling with half the momentum?

Problem L6

TVavepackets for traveling particles tend to spread out with time, a phe-
nomenon lcuown as dispersion. Which of the wavepackets below (real part
phowu) will spread out the fastest?
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Problem 17

The diagrarn above shows the allowed energy levels for an electron in some
molecule, relative to the energy E : \eV it would take for the electron to
escape. If the electron is in its ground state, and absorbs a photon with
erergy 74eV , the final kinetic energy of the electron will be

A) laeV

B) 12eV

@r"t
é¡ zrev

E) The electron cannot absorb a photon with energy l4eV.

Proble-m 18

forffi"of the molecules in the previous question, how many spectral lines
v¡ill be present in the emission spectrum?

A) 3

B)4

c) 5

C"Ì
E) 10



Problem 19

Suppose we have a short air gap between two wires. If we send an electron
towards the air gap with an energy less than the work function of the metal,
which of the following could be a wavefirnction that results?

@ A^r "{ \4^¿ obove

Problem 20

@ No"u of fL'e atov€-

Which of the following is the most likely wavefunction (real part) for an
electron in an infinite wire immediately a.fber a ineasurement of momentum?
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Problem 21

An electron in the ground state of a hydrogen atom has a wavefunction
shown. If we measure the â velocity of the eÈctron in this state, there is a
'ange 

of possible values we might find. A typical value for the speed would
be

A) 10rn/s B) looom/s ; @roo,oooro/* D) 10,000,000rn/s

Problem 22

An electron is trapped. in a region where it s potential energy decreases from
one side to the other, as shown. which of the wavefunction below is most
likely to co*espond to aD- energy eigenstate in this potential?
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Problem 23
Explain why the double.slit erperiment for electrons provides evidence

that general electron states do not have definite positions and can exist in
qtiantum superpositions. Answer as corrcisely as possible, ({ p"ì^-tS)
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Problem 24

A particle. of mass M travels at velocity u in the *â direction. At some
time, it decays into two photons, one with energy BMev traveling in the
*â direction, and one with energy ZMeV traveling in the -â direction.
Determine the velocity u and the mass IVI of.the original particle.
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Problem 25

A low energy electron sitting in a ccd pixei (don't worry if you don't know
what this is) has â, r¡ave function of approximately the following fur:ctional
form: r
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wlrere a: 3nm.

a) Skptch the wavefunction and deterrnine the constant A.
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b) If we perform position rneasurements on 1000 electrons in this same initial i.
state, how rna.ny of the electrons would we expect to find in the region r > i2nm (e p"inlt) 
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Problem 26

Abby and Max are at opposite ends of the countr¡r, 6000km apart. Abby's
cell phone rings, and then Max's cell phone rings 0.01s later. Is there a frame
of reference where both phones ring sirnultaneously? If so, how fast and in
what direction (i.e. in the direction from Max to Abby or in the direction
frorn Abby to Max) would an observer in this frame be traveliug. _
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Problem 27
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Hubble's Law in astronorny'states that due to the expansion of the universe,
objects at a distance D from our gala,>ry appear on average to be moving
away from us at a velocity

7¡: lIoD
where ,.FIe 

: c/(1.38 x l}lolyr) is Hubble's constant. Astronomers spot a
distant' cluster of gala:<ies of a type that emits light with a peak wavelength
of 500nrn- For these galaxies, tìre peak wavelength that they observe is
actually 1000nm.

a) How far away is this cluster of galaxies (assuming they are rnoving directly
away frorn us)? (Zp.ri,ls)
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b) Upon further observations, the astronomers notice that one of the galaxies
iu the cluster actually has a peak wavelength of 1500nm. How fast is this
galaxy moving relative to the rest of tbe cluster (assumilg that it is also
moving directly away frorn us)? ( 27"i,1)
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